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6 6 

Coolingg of spins 

Inn this chapter we wil l use the formalism described in chapter 4 in order to achieve 
cooling.. Cooling amounts to decreasing the final polarization {<5"2)f, i.e. make it 
moree negative, as compared to its initial value. In this case, as compared to the 
workk extraction situation, the initial state of the whole system is chosen to be in 
equilibrium.. Therefore, the initial state is described by Eqs. (4.17, 4.27) using the 
samee temperature for the spin and the bath 0s — 0. Then Eq. (4.51) becomes 

(a(azz)i)i  = -tanh-0£ (6.1) 

andd we recall that (&x)\ — (&y)i — 0. 

6.11 Cooling via pulses 

AA single pulse cannot achieve cooling since it sees the initial local equilibrium state of 
thee spin, and then according to the no-cooling principle [KP92], statement related to 
thee Thomson formulation to the second law, it can only heat the spin's state up: for 
ann arbitrary pulse V\ applied at t ime t, one can write the ground state occupation 
probabil ityy a t ime r after the pulse, using Eq. (4.47) and Eq. (4.49), with some 
algebraa [ASNb, ASNa] 

(a(azz)f)f = (StViZrêz) = (£tV1a2) = {az)icos2i31 > {az){. (6.2) 

Recalll  that dz is a constant of motion when no pulse is acting on the spin and that 
{&z)\{&z)\  ^ 0 since we consider positive temperatures 0Q, see Eq. (6.1). Thus we have 
too employ at least two pulses to achieve any cooling. 

Thee final polarization after one pulse at t and one at t + r , given by 

P=\{*z)t\P=\{*z)t\  = \(EtVi£TP2&z)\, (6-3) 
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readss from Eqs. (4.12-4.14) and Eq. (4.49): 

(<rz)ff  = {<JZ)\ cos 2 î cos2i?2 + S2sin2i?i sin2^2, 

S22 = - e- «T >R {elQT+'^ ( (az)i cosX + isinX)} , 

(6.4) ) 

(6.5) ) 

wheree \ = x(0 , t ,T) in Eq. (4.16). and «2 = ip\ — ip2 — 4>\ ~ 4>2 from Eq. (4.49). 
Theree are now two factors that come from the bath: e~^r ' in S2 accounts for the 
decoherencee in the time-interval (t. t + r) of transversal terms generated by the first 
pulse,, while \ 'ls the backreaction factor from Eqs. (4.15, 4.16). We send t —> oo 
(moree precisely, r 3> 1/E) as explained in section 4.3. i.e. we wait long enough 
beforee applying the first pulse, since then the factorized initial conditions Eq. (4.17) 
aree equivalent to the correlated ones Eq. (4.25). 

Notee that the sign of ,S2 can always be made negative by tuning Q2. Then, 
minimizingg (<xz)f over $i,i?2 produces min[(<7z)j,S2]. If the initial polarization is 
alreadyy high, |(<rz)i| > J.S2I. it is better to apply no pulses at all. However, in the 
relevantt situation (<7Z); ~ 0, the minimum (az)\ = S2 is reached for $1 = i?2 = f
Al ll  together, using Eq. (4.16) and fl < T, yields 

(ó" 2)f f S2 2 
<(r) <(r) sinn 02 sin [7 arctan(rr)] , (6.6) ) 

wheree the backreaction remains contained inside the last sine-function. This is, nat-
urally,, the same coefficient we found in the work extraction, see Eq. (5.29). Eq. (6.6) 
iss minimal for a2 = f  The choice of optimal pulses can be, e.g., a |-pulse along 
thee x-axis followed by a ( —^)-pulse along the y-axis: 

VVxxoozz..x x 

"Pia"Piazẑ ŷ y 'x,yi 'x,yi 

VlCFy VlCFy 

VV22ddx x 

-°~z', -°~z', 
-a-azz. . 

(6.7) ) 

(6.8) ) 

Thee results are plotted in Fig. 6.1. One can see that maxT|(o"z)f| decreases with 
77 (weaker backreaction) and with /? = 1/A;BT (larger decoherence). 

Figuree 6.1: Final polarization P = \(az)f | 
givenn by Eqs. (6.4, 6.5) versus dimension-
lesss time for two optimal pulses for the 
ohmicc interaction. Bold curve: 7 = 5, 
99 = 0.2. Normal curve: 7 = 2, 6 = 0.5. 
Dashedd curve: 7 = 1, 0 = 1. (<JZ)\ and 
QQ are taken to be ~ 0. 

Ann obvious way to improve these results is to apply more complex pulse se-
quences.. First, we consider three successive pulses and optimize over their parame-
ters.. The analytic expression for {& z)i is too complex to present here, but numerical 
resultss obtained using Mathematica 5 are presented in Table I. A third pulse leads 
too a further improvement, especially when the two-pulse cooling is not very efficient. 
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Wee could continue by adding more pulses, but the analysis becomes difficult. There 
iss still a particular, tractable situation: apply two pulses, wait for a time > %. so 
thatt the transversal components decay,  —> 0, apply another set of two pulses, 
andd so on. The calculation of the final polarization for such an n x 2-pulse sequence 
amountss to the recursive use of Eqs.(6.4, 6.5). The final \{az}\ is then maximized 
overr all free parameters of the involved pulses. We found that this maximization can 
bee carried out locally, i.e., by maximizing the output |{<r2)| after each pair of pulses. 
Forr a sufficiently large n the recursion converges, and. as seen in Table I. the final 
resultss indeed improve. 

Tablee 6.1: Maximum value of \(crz)\ for 2 pulses. 3 pulses and 50 x 2 pulses and 
variouss values of 7 and G = k^T/ftF) (for the ohmic case). The lowest two lines 
representt the final collective polarization |m.f j of a strongly disordered ensemble with 
O00 = 0 and arbitrary large disorder dispersion d under spin-echo setup of 2 pulses 
pluss a n pulse and a sequence of 30 sets of such pulses. 

7 7 

e e 
2 2 
3 3 

500 x 2 

22 + 7T 

500 x [2 + ?r] 

0.1 1 
0.1 1 

0.1126 6 

0.2036 6 

0.2779 9 

0.0834 4 

0.1396 6 

0.1 1 
1. . 

0.0826 6 

0.1369 9 

0.1895 5 

0.0604 4 

0.1055 5 

1 1 
0.1 1 

0.4930 0 

0.7250 0 

0.6948 8 

0.2498 8 

0.3119 9 

1. . 
1 1 

0.3516 6 

0.4732 2 

0.5430 0 

0.2026 6 

0.2639 9 

10. . 
0.1 1 

0.8910 0 

0.9550 0 

0.9509 9 

0.4634 4 

0.5214 4 

10. . 
1. . 

0.7931 1 

0.9025 5 

0.8995 5 

0.4155 5 

0.4834 4 

6.22 Cooling using spin-echo pulses 
Soo far we assumed that we deal either with a single spin coupled to the bath. or. 
equivalently,, with an ensemble of identical non-interacting spins each coupled to 
itss own bath, which is a standard setup of NMR/ESR [AG82. SH90]. However, 
manyy experiments are done with ensembles of non-interacting spins having random 
frequenciess O due to the action of their environment or due to an inhomogeneous 
externall  field, see sections 4.1 and 5.4. The collective variables are then obtained by 
averagingg over f] the corresponding expressions for a single spin: 

mm{{ = f dnP{ü)(az){. (6.9) 

Wee assume for simplicity, as we did for the work extraction setup, that the 
distributionn of Vt is Gaussian with average U0 and dispersion d. Eq. (5.39): 

P(n)) = _ ^c - ( n - n . . )2 / ( 2 d )> ( 6.1 0) 
vv 2ird 

Averagingg over P{il)  the term clilT in Eq. (6.5) produces factors ~ v~dr / 2. that is. 
aa strong decay on characteristic times 7̂ *  oc l/y/d. After this decay. .s2 —> 0 and any 
sett of two pulses will only heat, the ensemble up as seen from Eq. (6.4). 
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I tt is however possible to employ the spin-echo phenomenon and cool. i.e.. to 
increasee the collective final polarization |/7if| as compared to the initial \rrt\\. even for 
aa completely disordered ensemble with T2*  being very short: Apply precisely in the 
middlemiddle of two pulses an addit ional 7r-pulse in .r-direction: 

^  ̂ O"; = — < T ; . VxÓy = -Vy. V  ̂ G j- = (Tj-, ( 6 .1 1) 

Noww fj,.f = SfT>]ETV7TST 7^2^;  and m\ is worked out analogously to Eqs. (6.4. 6.5): 

ntfntf = -7»; cos 2i)] cos 2i)2 + s:is'm2i)] sin2i^>- (6.12) 

33 = -c-^(r)+^2T)^{e'  ̂ (micosX?)- ismy,}} . (6.13) 

A33 = xUlT.t) - x(r.2T.t). (6.14) 

wheree c\:i — O] - r i - 02 - t'2- As compared to (6.5). both the decoherence 

CC--IZ(T)+£,{2T)--IZ(T)+£,{2T) a U (j  t j l c backreaction ,\;i term are different; this is analogous to what 
happenedd in the case of work extraction, see page1 93 for details. In particular, in 
thee Gaussian regime £ oc r2 decoherence is absent, while the exponential regime 
££ -x Ms unchanged. e- * ^ ) + < : ( 2 ^ = c " ^ 2 ^ . Due to the 7 \ pulse, the T2*-decay has 
beenn eliminated, so no term like e~'nt in Eq. (6.5) appears here. Now S20 and d 
enterr only via m; . The general structure of Eqs. (6.12-6.14) is close to the one of 
Eqs.. (6.4.6.5), in part icular, the optimization over iii . \)2 goes in the same way. To 
facilitatee comparison, we take Q0 = 0 - thus ///., = 0 and disorder strength d that 
cann be arbitrary large and recalling Eqs. (4.16. 4.55) and the ergodic condition 
tt —> 3C leads to 

|mff I = €-WT)+W2T) s i n | 7 [2arc tan( r r) - a rc tan(2r r )] } . 

wheree we already inserted the optimal values cv3 = —~, i)i  = ij2 = f: the choice of 
opt imall  pulses can be the same as for the two-pulse scenario. As seen in Table I the 
maximall  \m-i\ can exceed 0.4 for sufficiently strong coupling and/or low temperatures, 
thoughh it is smaller than the maximal polarization of the non-disordered system 
underr two pulses. The results are also seen to improve by applying a sequence of 
three11 (spin-echo) pulses separated by a t ime much larger than T2. which amounts to 
recursivee use of Eqs. (6.12. 6.13). 

6.33 l/f spectrum 
Anotherr relevant situation of the bath-spin interaction is the case of the l/f spec-
t rum.. I t has been recently observed in a two-level system (spin) of charge states 
inn Josephson-junctiori circuit (Cooper-pair box) [N+02]. The interaction of the spin 
wit hh the bath of background charges is modeled as 

JJff{^){^) = ^ e - ~ '/ r 0 ( u ; - A ) . (6.15) 
id id 

wheree bf is a coupling constant. 6 the step function, and where T and A are. re-
spectively,, the largest and smallest frequencies of bath response. In this spectrum 
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ann infrared cutoff A is needed to avoid divergences. As compared to the Ohmic sit-
uation,, the upper frequency T is not relevant: the integrals in Eqs. (4.14, 4.24) 
convergee for r -> oo. Within the realization of [N+02]: r -• oo ( » 10nHz), 
AA = 314Hz, Ml = 34,ueV, while the relevant dimensionless coupling constant is 
veryvery large 7/ = 6//A2 = 2.3 x 1011. Thus the cooling effect will be especially visible 
here.. We worked out Eqs. (4.14, 4.24) using Eq. (6.15) and applied them to the two-
pulsee cooling situation described by Eqs. (6.4. 6.5) under the following conditions: 1) 
highh temperatures 9 / = kBT/(HA) » 1 (pessimistic case!); 2) rA € 1 and 7/ > 1 
(experimentallyy relevant regimes [N+02]); 3) {az)\ ~ 0 due to large temperatures, 
4)) ÜT <C 7/A due to large 7/. In analogy to Eq. (6.6), the result reads (a2 = §): 

( ^ ) f f S2 2 ">f ">f sinn y 
TTjA A 

47/y y yy = 7 / AT, (6.16) ) 

wheree y is a dimensionless time, and where we omitted terms 0[y3/jj}.  As seen 
inn Fig. 6.2, the polarization can increase from its original value zero to 0.997 for 
Qf/^jQf/^j = 0.01, which in numbers of Ref. [N+02] corresponds to the temperature 
TT = 15K. Lower temperatures only increase this value, while the effect is still visible 
forr a very high temperature T = 1500K, P m a x ~ 0.3. 

Figuree 6.2: Final polarization P = |(<rz)f | 
givenn by Eqs. (6.4, 6.5) versus dimension
lesss time for two optimal pulses for the 
1/f1/f interaction. 7/ = 103 and &f/jf  = 
0.01,, 0.1, 1 (bold, normal, dashed). (<rz)i 
andd Q are taken to be ~ 0. 

6.44 Conclusion 

Wee described a method for cooling spins that uses the standard bath-spin interac
tion.. In contrast to existing methods [AG82, S0r89, Sli90], it assumes neither an 
alreadyy existing high polarization, nor controlled spin-spin or bath-spin interactions. 
Ourr basic assumptions are i) a decoherence time T2 much smaller than the energy 
relaxationn time T\, and ii)  the availability of sharp and strong pulses acting on the 
spin.. While a sufficiently long T\ time is necessary for any dynamical polarization 
methodd [AG82, S0r89], we have chosen strong pulses for a clean demonstration of 
thee cooling effect. It is likely that the effect exists for more general types of external 
fields. fields. 

Thee origin of the present mechanism is in the backreaction of the spin to the 
bath,, which via coupling to transversal components of the spin can cool its state 
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providedd the proper sequence of pulses is chosen. The bath is needed, since external 
fieldss alone cannot cool [KP92]. However, within our method the cooling takes a 
finitee time and once it is over, the spin can be decoupled from the bath. e.g.. via 
applyingg a sequence of 7r-pulses [Sli90. VL98]. The advantages of the present method 
aree that it works even for very weak dc fields and that it applies to an ensemble of 
spinss having completely random frequencies (inhomogeneous broadening). We are 
nott aware of other methods which may achieve such a goal. The cooling is efficient 
alreadyy for small to moderate couplings between the spin and the bath, and is 
especiallyy visible for situations where a strong bath-spin coupling is inherent (1/f-
noise).. This latter situation is experimentally realized [N+02]. and we expect the 
presentt cooling mechanism to apply there. 


